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XOOPS Team is pleased to announce the release of XOOPS 2.0.9 final (not beta or RC). We
have made a number of important fixes including patches for security bugs recently found in the
newbb module. Therefore we encourage everyone to update to this version as soon as
possible.

Full 2.0.9 package is available here

2.0.7.1-2.0.7.3 users, use the XOOPS 2.0.7.x to 2.0.9 patch to upgrade to the latest version.
2.0.7 users should use the XOOPS 2.0.7 to 2.0.9 patch. Sites running XOOPS older than 2.0.7
should first upgrade to 2.0.7 before applying the patch.

Patches are available here

Note to users using the newbb2.0 module

Do not upload the folders and files under /modules/newbb to your server. The files included in
this package are not for the newbb 2.0. Please wait for the updated package to be released
from the newbb2 project developers.

Chagelog =============================== - Security fix in the newbb module for PHP
version  html tag of subject is nothing (Mithrandir) - Fixed Bug #1035707 - Enable array type
options in blocks (Mithrandir) - Fixed a typo in include/comment_form.php, patch #1041993
(Dave_l) - Fixed Bug #1044957 - xoopsmultimailer.php Username typo when SMTP-Auth
(Mithrandir) - Fixed RFE #900348 - Sort user list alphabetically in System -> Groups. Also
changed the way it fetches the users in the group so it fetches all of them with 2 queries instead
of 1 + (1 per user in the group) (Mithrandir ) - Added patch #1048384 - mysql_field_name and
others, added (Mithrandir) - Fixed bug #1049017 - Blocks sharing a template are cached wrong
(Mithrandir) - Added patch #1048382 - Module onUpdate function (Mithrandir) - Fixed bug
#989462 - Handler object caching not working (Mithrandir) - Added RFE #900345 - View/Edit
group membership in Admin -> System -> Edit User (Mithrandir) - Fixed Bug #1055901 -
group.php(IN phrase is used ,query) (Mithrandir) - Fixed bug #1052403 - block update in
module update (Mithrandir) - More fixes for register_globals off in the top 10 page of
mylinks/mydownloads modules - Fixed a typo in modules/xoopsheadline/admin/index.php
(Onokazu) - Fixed bug where 2 headline forms were using the same form name/id, causing JS
error (Onokazu) - Fixed some html problems in mylinks/mydownloads admin page (Onokazu) -
Secured mainfile.dist.php from disclosing paths (Mithrandir) - Fixed bug #1073029 (Onokazu) -
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Fixed bug #1073532 (Onokazu) - Fixed bug #1080791 (Onokazu) - Fixed lang phrase
_NOT_ACTIVENOTIFICATIONS not being assing to template (Onokazu) - Some PHP5 fixes
(Mithrandir) - Updated Smarty to version 2.6.5 - Updated PHPMailer to version 1.72 Language
file updates =============================== The following line has been added to
language/english/user.php define('_US_GROUPS', 'User\'s Groups'); The 2 lines below are not
new but have been updated: /language/english/user.php define('_US_NOTREGISTERED','Not
registered? Click here.'); has been changed to define('_US_NOTREGISTERED','Not
registered? Click here.'); /language/pmsg.php define("_PM_PRIVATEMESSAGE","Private
Message"); is now define("_PM_PRIVATEMESSAGE","Private Messages");

register.php
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Message"); is now define("_PM_PRIVATEMESSAGE","Private Messages");
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